
Amherst College Community Standards 
This information is best viewed electronically. You can access the document at https://tinyurl.com/AmherstStandards.  

Introduction 
Community Standards, part of the Office of Student Affairs, seeks to support the Amherst community of faculty, staff, 
and students in resolving interpersonal, intragroup, and intergroup conflict and works closely with Residential Life and 
Case Management to support the community when resolving intrapersonal conflict1. Community Standards believes that 
to effectively support the community, a developmental voice must resonate throughout its work.  

Community Standards has informal and formal tools to help parties resolve conflict and we work with the parties to find 
the resolution option that repairs harm, prevents reoccurrence, and is rooted in learning and growth. 

When working with faculty, Community Standards most often engages with two primary Sections of the Student Code of 
Conduct—Respect for Persons and Intellectual Responsibility. This document will discuss these two areas directly; 
however, Community Standards is available for consultation or support in any manner of conflict resolution. 

Respect for Persons (Honor Code Section 1.2.) 
The Honor Code, a document drafted by College Council and voted on by faculty and students, places respect as a 
primary aspect of an intellectual community. Students are expected to subscribe to the principles of the Honor Code: 
“Respect for the rights, dignity and integrity of others is essential for the well-being of a community. Actions by any 
persons that do not reflect such respect for others are damaging to each member of the community and hence damaging to 
Amherst College. Each member of the community should be free from interference, discrimination, intimidation, sexual 
harassment or disparagement in the classroom; the social, recreational and residential environment; or the workplace.” 
This Section is often coupled with Section 1.3. Statement of Freedom of Expression and Dissent. 

Intellectual Responsibility (Honor Code Section 1.1.) 
The Honor Code states, “The College considers it a violation of the requirements of intellectual responsibility to submit 
work that is not one’s own or otherwise to subvert the conditions under which academic work is performed by oneself or 
by others.” 
 
Student Responsibility: 1. Agree to the statement; 2. Read and understand the statement provided with their initial course 
schedules at the beginning of each semester and inquire about implications to the specific course; 3. Orderly and 
honorable conduct of examinations 

Faculty Responsibility: 1. Promotion of the aims of the Statement; 2. Specific responsibility to explain the implications 
of the statement for each course, including a specification of the conditions under which academic work in those courses 
is to be performed; 3. Exams shall not be proctored 

Reporting 
https://amherst.edu/go/reporting 

All violations can be reported directly on the link above. The link helps faculty begin to think through some of their 
options. Additionally, you can call (x2337) or email (cmichalos@amherst.edu) me and we can work through the concern 
together. Not every report becomes a complaint; however, the process requires a complaint before we act. 

Process & What to Expect 
For all complaints of alleged violations of the Code, the College uses the appropriate Conflict Resolution Process 
depending on the type of behavior alleged (e.g., general misconduct; sex-based, gender-based, or sexual misconduct; or 
alleged violations of intellectual responsibility). Community Standards most often uses mediation or the Community 
Standards Adjudication Process to resolve complaints.  

                                                      
1 Community Standards works collaboratively with the Title IX team; however, it does not resolve conflicts that falls under the 
College’s Sexual Misconduct Policy.   

https://tinyurl.com/AmherstStandards
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/student-affairs/community-standards/student-code-of-conduct
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/student-affairs/community-standards/student-code-of-conduct
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/student-affairs/community-standards/college-standards/honor-code
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/student-affairs/community-standards/college-standards/honor-code
https://amherst.edu/go/reporting


Flowchart of IR Process This chart is a visual guide through the intellectual responsibility work flow. Our processes seek 
to ensure fundamental fairness (due process) while providing options to the parties (resolution through administrative 
adjudications or through the Community Standards Review Board). 

Trends in Intellectual Responsibility 
Community Standards has observed the following trends over the last year at Amherst College. 

Contract Papers | Inappropriate Collaboration | Plagiarism Spectrum | Social Influence 

The use of contract papers seems to be rising at Amherst. We also noted that plagiarism and inappropriate collaboration 
reports climbed dramatically in AY 17-18. Students often responded to these concerns with a poor understanding of 
expectations. Lastly, new evidence exists that social influence has a tipping point at around 25% of the population 
meaning that changes to behavioral expectations may be more easily achieved than previously expected. 

Syllabus and Course Development 
In our work with students, the following areas are most often brought up by students as ways in which the College could 
be better partners in the learning experience. 

1. Clarity 
The code uses the phrase, “subvert the work under which academic work is performed.” In resolving matters with faculty 
and students, individually and with the CSRB, this phrase is the most debated topic. Where possible, students desire 
clarity on acceptable behavior. Students share these common examples of behavior where expectations vary dramatically 
by department: the use of electronics during exams (phones, smart watches, calculators, etc.), ability to peer edit or peer 
workshop papers, group analysis of assignments, use of third party websites or faculty edition solutions manuals, use of 
work from prior semesters (own or peers), and expectations on take-home exams. Often the primary questions in IR 
matters simplify into did the student know the expectations, and if they did, did the student subvert them.  

2. Timely Reminders 
The Honest Truth About Dishonesty: How We Lie to Everyone—Especially Ourselves – Dan Ariely 

Timely reminders about the honor code, at the beginning of a quiz or exam for example, support “ego-motivation” and 
help encourage thoughtful decisions about honesty. 

What is on the timely reminder is just as important—How Word Choice Can Affect Our Moral Boundaries. 

3. Consistency 
While you cannot control how others engage with the Code or set boundaries around expectations, we can commit to a 
consistent approach. 

In matters where you are concerned about a student’s behavior, I have found the following model to be effective: 

1. Speak directly with the student about your concern and why you have it (this assumes no immediate threat) 
2. Consult with your department chair for additional insight 
3. Consult with me about how you resolved the concern or how you want to proceed with a resolution (sometimes 

the resolution can just be an FYI to the College) 

General Resources 
Strategies for Minimizing Plagiarism 

Advice from Students to Faculty Members on Protecting Academic Integrity 

Academic Integrity Seminar 

The 3 Essential Functions of Your Syllabus, Part 1 and Part 2 

Amherst College FERPA Guidance 

https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1_PK8A1XqN4vUzYLOIJgaSgyMeHGoKZe2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1GdGov0xuhredjC57fkkekg1W97Dk8I62/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1OCO5nrhcW8PjUpDsPnueQk5KePxUJVCo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1-4f31yNkqOiVsTXn1J8nWh-ZUhOVDs5l/view?usp=sharing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Honest_Truth_about_Dishonesty
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1-7hY7H-YEFqkGmodAfwO_LfwdTythUyr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1N5hVOH_K781uTrmIEHukj89vsXeF2i9Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1KJqqaJUC5BK5hA_odoKmJ82QBY9PHyEA/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1payElps0ZU31-BXOHlMRNW7b18_hjRMrk5P-T1E0tL8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1-AVJ73kbjonSc-0JpUqZ_04PHsRKdJJM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/amherst.edu/file/d/1-DcjFfXjfVu39mwGYIkmOElLptvTcQ5W/view?usp=sharing
https://www.amherst.edu/academiclife/registrar/ferpa/your-rights-under-ferpa
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